
A good-faith effort will be made to keep the section as ZTC. 

The dean in consultation with the department chair attempting 

to staff the class with a new instructor will make every effort to 

keep the class as ZTC, especially if students have already begun to 

register for that section under the assumption that there will be 

no costs for textbooks.  

6. When do we have to have this done by?

SB 1359 requires we designate appropriate course sections by 

January 1, 2018.

3.  What if a course has an online lab manual written by the 

instructor but all students are required  to duplicate the manual for 

use in class?

In this case, there is  a cost for students, so the ZTC designation 

would not be used.

4.  If a course's  texts or materials are low cost , do we use the ZTC 

designation?

No, the ZTC designation is only for courses that have zero 

textbook cost.

5. What if a course section has been designated as ZTC but the 

instructor leaves and a new instructor takes over that section?  Is 

that new instructor required to keep the section as ZTC?

ZTC FAQs

1.     What courses need to be designated as ZTC (Zero Textbook 

Cost) in the class schedule?

2. What if a course has an online zero-cost text but students have 

the option  to pay to have it duplicated?

This is still a ZTC section and should be designated as such since 

students have the option of accessing the text completely online.

The ZTC symbol is required only for those courses where the cost 

of the textbook is zero dollars.



College

Course Designator and 

Number Section # Term Instructor

ex.  ARC PHIL 300 10258 Spring 2018 Linda Schaffer

ZTC (Zero Textbook Cost) Class Sections

Fill out this form and return it to your division/area dean, 

who will consolidate all forms from the division and submit 

them in one document to the Instructional Services Assistant 

or other employee inputting the ZTC symbol into the online 

schedule. Questions?  Please see the FAQ sheet on the tab 

below.


